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Google Groups

Re: Council File 17-0764 and Council File 17-0765

Jui 25, 2017 7:32 AMLaura Brill
Posted in group: Clerk-PLUNI-Committee

Please include the video attached below. Thank you.

From: Laura Brill <lwb100@yahoo.com>
To: "clerk.plumcommlttee@lacity.org'1 <clerk.plumcommittee@iacity.org>
Cc: Terry Kaufmann-Macias <terry.kaufmann-macias@!acity.org>; "charles.sewell@iacity.org1 
<charles.sewe!i@lacity.org>
Sent: Monday, July 24, 2017 8:58 PM
Subject: Council File 17-0764 and Council File 17-0765

To the Clerk:

Please include the below comments in the record in connection with the above-referenced 
council files (set for PLUM hearing tomorrow, July 25, 2017) and please circulate to the members 
of the PLUM Committee.

Thank you.

— Forwarded Message —
From: Laura Brili <lwb100@yahoo.com>
To: Terry Kaufmann-Macias <terry.kaufmann-macias@lacity.org>; "charles.seweil@lacity.org1 
<charles.sewell@lacity.org>
Sent: Monday, July 24, 2017 8:53 PM
Subject: Categorical Exemptions for Hillside Development

Laura Brill 
Los Angeles, CA 

Iwb100@yahoo.com

July 24, 2017

issuance of categorical exemptions for large-scale single-family hillside residences 
including haul routes and significant grading and excavation

Dear Terry and Charles:

Thank you so much for your willingness to consider my views about hillside development.

I thought it might be helpful to you and your client for me to explain in a bit more legal detail 
about how the City is making legal errors in environmental clearances for hillside neighborhoods.

Re:
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Prior to 2016, the City routinely issued Mitigated Negative Declarations (“MNDs), not Categorical 
Exemptions (“CEs”), for hillside projects that require more than minimal excavation and grading. 
This chart provides examples on Blue Jay Way, Oriole, Cordell, and other hillside streets.

Re: Council File 17-0764 and Council File 17-0765 - Google Groups

The City’s past recognition that CEs were inappropriate for such projects, and the City’s practice 
of not allowing projects requiring substantial excavation and grading to proceed based on CEs, 
was clearly a correct interpretation of CEQA, as explained in more detail below.

Hillside development, including single family residential in-fiil development, imposes substantial 
cumulative impacts on neighbors. Indeed, the City itself admits that such cumulative impacts 
exist. In enacting the Hillside Construction Regulation “HCR” Supplemental Use District (SUD) in 
March 2017, the City itself explained that the reason for the new ordinance was to “[p]rotect[] 
against the cumulative construction related impacts of multiple single-family home 
developments in the hillside areas.” See Department of City Planning Summary of HCR SUD, 
Ordinance No. 184,827, at page 1.

Given the City's knowledge and admission that neighbors require protection against the 
cumulative impacts of hillside construction-related development associated with multiple single
family residences, it should have been clear to all concerned that the continued issuance of 
categorical exemptions for such projects is inappropriate.
The City faces substantial exposure arising from the issuance of CEs for such development. In 
addition to litigation risk and the risk of attorney’s fees in connection with potential writ 
proceedings, what is happening now in the Bird Streets is creating unsafe conditions for the 
neighborhood, and the improper issuance of CEs is adding to the problem.

Neighbors have been complaining about the situation for months to your office, to the BBSC, and 
to the City Council. In the neighboring canyon in Beverly Hills, runaway construction led to 
multiple deaths before the City of Beverly Hills finally acted. The City of Beverly Hills was forced 
to pay $32.5 million to settle lawsuits from those preventable accidents. I have previously sent 
you a video regarding development on nearby Mountcrest in the City of LA, showing the dangers 
of hillside construction and potential landslides here. This video has also been provided to City 
Council members. I am attaching it again to reinforce the fact that the City is on notice of the 
unsafe conditions it is allowing,

I understand that you are acting as legal counsel and are not the decision-makers with respect to 
approval of these matters. But your advice matters. And it seems improbable to me that the 
Department of Planning would have shifted its practice of not allowing CEs for such projects to 
allowing them without advice from your office that CEs were permissible.

If that is what has occurred, I believe the advice is wrong, and I urge you to correct it before more 
damages is done.
The City knows that categorical exemptions do not apply in the face of cumulative impacts. CP- 
7828 [11.10.2016] Class 32 CE Specialized Instructions (proponent of CE “must be able to 
demonstrate [that] ... [t]he project and successive projects of the same type in the same place 
will result in cumulative impacts[.]”

This is consistent with State law, which provides that categorical exemptions do not apply if the 
“possible effects of a project are individually limited but cumulatively considerable.” See Public 
Resources Code § 21083(b)(2); 14 CCR § 15300.2(b) (“Cumulative Impact. All exemptions for 
these classes are inapplicable when the cumulative impact of successive projects of the same 
type in the same place, over time is significant.”); see also 14 CCR § 15332(d) (categorical 
exemption for in fill development is not appropriate where developer cannot show that approval 
will not result in “any significant effects relating to traffic, noise, air quality, or water quality.”); 14 
CCR § 15332 (Discussion section) (noting that application of “all categorical exemptions, is
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limited by the factors described in section 15300.2” relating to cumulative impacts) (emphasis 
added).

Re: Council File 17-0764 and Council File 17-0765 - Google Groups

Here, we have repeatedly shown in hearing after hearing that the impacts are considerable. The 
BBSC agreed with this on December 20, 2016 and made findings as to a prior development that 
“the haul route approval will endanger the health, safety, and welfare of the public based on the 
cumulative effect of the additional truck traffic.” BBSC action re: 1561 North Blue Jay Way 
(December 20, 2016).

What then is the problem? I believe that the City’s decision to allow categorical exemptions may 
be based upon a misreading of recent a recent California Supreme Court decision.

In March 2015, the California Supreme Court decided the case of Berkeley Hillside Preservation 
v. City of Berkeley, 60 Cal.4th 1086 (2015). The case concerned challenges to Class 3 and 
Class 32 categorical exemptions for residential hillside development in Berkeley, California. The 
question before the California Supreme Court was whether the categorical exemptions were 
wrongly granted because of claimed significant effect on the environment due to “usual 
circumstances" of the development, an exception to the issuance of categorical exemptions 
under 14 CCR § 15300.2(c).

The California Supreme Court found that the Court of Appeal had misapplied the “unusual 
circumstances" exception of section 15300.2(c) and on that basis reversed the Court of Appeal 
decision and remanded. The majority opinion, however, said nothing at all about the separate 
exception that applies under 14 CCR section 15300.2(b) when cumulative impacts of successive 
projects overtime is significant.

Justice Liu concurred in the majority’s decision, joined by Justice Werdegar. The concurrence 
made clear that 14 CCR § 15300.2(b), which addresses cumulative impacts of successive 
projects is a separate exception from the “unusual circumstances” exception addressed by the 
majority. 60 Cal. 4th at 1125-26.

Thus, nothing in the Berkeley Hillside case justifies applying Class 3 or Class 32 categorical 
exemptions when the cumulative impacts of successive projects over time in the same area will - 
as they do in the hillside areas - create significant impacts. Yet, it was after the Berkeley Hillside 
case was decided that the City incorrectly began issuing categorical exemptions, despite the 
obvious significant effects of cumulative impacts.

If there is some other legal authority that you may believe makes the granting of CEs for 
residential hillside development involving over 1,000 cubic yards of soil hauling appropriate, I 
would be most grateful if you could bring it to my attention so that I can address it.

Even where a single project may be small, cumulative impacts of projects of the same type in the 
same neighborhood over time may be considerable. The purpose of the requirement that 
cumulative impacts be considered, in CEQA “is to ensure review of the effects of the project in 
context with other projects of the same type." Save Our Carmel River v. Monterey Peninsula 
Water Management Dist. 141 Cal.App.4th 677, 703-04 (2006), as modified (July 21,2006) 
(issuing writ of mandate where water district’s issuance of categorical exemption was 
inconsistent with evidence of cumulative impacts).

Here, the homes being built in the hills and especially in the Sunset/Doheny neighborhood are 
anything but small. They require thousands of cubic yards of hauling and often propose floor area 
of over 10,000 square feet. The housing stock in the community includes many older homes, 
which, when sold, are likely to be bought by speculators, demolished, and turned into mega
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mansions. Often the homes are not occupied foilowing construction, but have sat vacant as a 
piace for investors to “park” their assets.

Re: Council File 17-0764 and Council File 17-0765 - Google Groups

The cumulative impacts of these demolitions and reconstructions is already changing the face of 
the hillside and is creating hazards during hauling on narrow, substandard hillside streets. It is 
clear that given current housing prices, this pattern will only increase over time. The 
neighborhood is not anti-development. But the development needs to take place with regulation 
and oversight and with an opportunity for the neighbors to be heard in advance, which CEs do 
not provide.

I hope you will review this letter it the spirit with which it is intended. The last thing I want to do is 
to spend my time litigating these issues {especially if a serious injury occurs). Neither my 
neighbors nor I should have this burden. What we hope is that once you have had a chance to 
review this, you will advise your clients accordingly so that they can address the problem.

Applications for CEs to demolish existing single family residences in the Santa Monica Mountains 
(and especially in Sunset/Doheny neighborhood) should be carefully reviewed under the 
principles described above and in light of the extensive evidence regarding cumulative impacts 
that the neighbors have compiled in connection with appeals involving 1561 North Blue Jay Way 
(16-1469) and 9196 & 9016 Thrasher (Council File 17-0764 & 17-0765, PLUM hearing set for 
July 25, 2017 re haul route).

Please note that if there were to be litigation on the issue, the City would not be entitled to any 
deference in connection with the issuance of CEs, as this practice does not appear to be justified 
by any formally adopted interpretation, and it is not of long-standing. Rather it is new and 
contradicts the City’s prior practice and prior formal written interpretation and prior express 
recognition of the need to protect hillside neighbors against cumulative construction related 
impacts of large single-family residences involving substantia! grading and hauling.

Please let me know if you have any questions. I would really appreciate the opportunity to meet 
with you regarding this issue and future CEs that are being considered so that the problems we 
have been experiencing can be avoided in the future.

Thank you for your consideration.

Laura Brill
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